The function / is called a Bloch function if it is analytic in the unit disk !LD and if
We turn now to the subspace ^0 that consists of all /G Jf such that (1.5) (lHzj 2 )!/'(z)i~*0 s |z|->l-0.
Theorem 2. Let /e J^0 be non-constant and let I be an arc on dl®. Then there is a sei Acl such that the angular limit /(Q exists for each ζ e A and that either (i) or (ii) f(A) has positive linear measure and, for each ζ e A, there is a curve C c P ending at ζ such that f(C) is a line segment.
Hence every non-constant function in ? 0 has finite angular limits on an uncountably dense subset of d D and these angular limits form a set of positive (outer) linear measure.
We can apply this result to univalent functions. A Jordan curve is called asymptotically conformal [16] , [3] where /(w^ w 2 ) is the smaller arc of J between H^ and w 2 . For a quasicircle, it is only assumed that the quotient in (1. 6) is bounded.
Corollary 1. Let h map ID) conformally onto a Jordan domain bounded by an asymptotically conformal curve. Then there is an uncountably dense subset A of d D such that h has a finite non-zero angular derivative h' (ζ) for each ζΕΑ and (1.7)
The first assertion follows from Theorem 2 because J is asymptotically conformal if and only if /=logfc' e J^0-Now (l· 7) is a consequence of a theorem of Warschawski [21] , Satz II; see [16] , p. 203/204 for details where a weaker result was proved.
R. L. Hall [9] has shown that every univalent function has an angular derivative on an uncountably dense subset of >. However even for a quasicircle all angular derivatives may be zero [15] , p. 304.
It follows from results of Zygmund [23] 
Theorem 3. If f is an Hadamard gap series then
The first implication is due to Hwang and Campbell [10] ; see [8] for further results. Note that (2.4) is not the Bloch norm because of the extra factor z. The estimate would be false without it for large λ s /(z) = z shows.
For applications to univalent functions [13] , [17] , an estimate of the form (2.4) is sufficient, and it is for these applications that we have tried to get optimal numerical bounds; note that there is no obvious way to compute numerically the supremum in (2.4) directly because IB is not compact whereas the function in (2. 5) is periodic. Here is another application:
Let h be analytic and univalent in D and write
Ruscheweyh [18] proved that \c n \ ^SjcJ if h is furthermore close-to-convex but that (c") need not the bounded in the general case. The estimate (2.4) allows us to give an example with larger coefficients, and we want to thank Professor Ruscheweyh for pointing this problem out to us. 
= log q logq
We obtain (2. 8) by choosing q = 40 and using that B 40 < 0.7890.
Some lemmas
Let S = {/(z): z e £J,/' (z) = 0}, the set of singularities of the inverse function. In our constructions, we shall avoid this set so that locally the inverse image of a Jordan arc is again a Jordan arc. Let Int J denote the inner domain of the Jordan curve J.
The first lemma is an analogue of a result of Stegenga and Stephenson [19] , Lemma 1.2.
Lemma 1. // b is a non-constant finite Blaschke product then
Proof. We shall apply the Lehto-Virtanen method [11] . Let ρ 0 be the modulus of the largest zero of b. Let ρ 0 < ρ < 1 and Proof. Suppose there exists z*e!ntJ such that /(z*) lies in the unbounded component H of C\A. Then there are polygonal Jordan arcs P, c H (j = l, 2) that begin in f(z*) and go to oo but do not otherwise intersect. We can construct the arcs such that P! is finally parallel to the negative real axis while P 2 is finally parallel to the positive real axis and that P t u P 2 c C\S.
Let Cj (j = l, 2) be the component of the pre-image of P, that contains z*. Then Cjd Int J because/(z) e A c C\P,· for z € J. Hence C; goes to ζ, Now/(z) tends to oo or to some point on Pj s z -* ζ, z e Cj. Thus / has distinct asymptotic values along C l and C 2 except if /(z)-»oo s z-»£, z.e Cj for 7=! and j = 2. In this case our construction shows that e f has the asymptotic values 0 and oo along C 1 and C 2 . But / and e f are normal functions because /e ofr, and a normal function cannot have two distinct asymptotic values at a point by a theorem of Lehto and Virtanen [11] , [15] , p. 268. For fixed c, all C tl ... ti) begin at the same point:
Case (i). For each pair (c, ρ), there exist n and h i9 ..., fc" such that C kl ... kn ends on dHJ). Thus /(z) has a limit w(c,ρ) s |z| -* l, z 6 C ki ... kn . Hence C kl ... kn ends at a point [15] , p. 267, say at C(c, ρ). Since there are uncountably many w(c» ρ), we obtain uncountably many £(c, ρ) [11], [15] , p. 268, and these lie in 3Ω(ζ 0 , r)n3O because of (4.5). The case that C(x) and C(x') intersect arbitrarily closely to dID) is handled in a similar way; we do not need Lemma 3 in this case.
Case (ii)
Hence the mapping χ h-» ζ(χ) is injective so that there are uncountably many points ζ(χ) which lie in οΩ(ζ 0 , r)n £J by (4.6).
Proof of Theorem 2
(a) We assume that (ii) does not hold. In order to prove (i) it is sufficient to show that / has the angular limit 0 on /. For n = 0, l,..., let I n and /^ be open arcs on l? with We need some results [12] , p. 8-10 of MacLane; note that the Bloch function / is normal. For fixed s, let C denote the components of f~1(dQ(s)). Every C is a Jordan curve or an open Jordan arc; in the second case C ends at one or two definite points of dlD>. For every ρ < l all but finitely many C lie in (ρ < |z| < 1} and the diameters of these components tend to zero s ρ -»1.
Since (ii) does not hold there exist s n strictly decreasing to 0 such that, if C is any component of f~i(8Q(s")) with endpoints on /, then /(z) does not tend to a limit s z tends to dID along C. Hence /(z) runs infinitely often through dQ(s n ) s z runs along C to its endpoint on / because we have excluded points where /'(z) = 0. Since {H<s 0 }c (s 0 ) it follows from Lemma 2 that δ6 0 ηθΟΦ0. We can choose G 0 such that G 0 nd£Pci/ 0 . Let C 0 be an arc of G 0 n l/ 0 that ends on 7 0 .
(c) For n = l, 2,... we shall construct (1) components G n of / ~* ( (s n )) with G n c G n _ 1 , (2) arcs C n cdG n nU n that end on /", (3) closed arcs B"cG n " i n U n that begin on C n^1 and end on C n .
Suppose this construction has been performed up to n -1.
We consider all segments L" that connect d (s"-i) with dQ(s n ) and avoid S. Since /(z) runs through dQ(s n . i ) infinitely often s z goes to the endpoint £"_! of C n -1 on /"_!, there are z nh eC n . t with z nk -» ζ η . ι s fe -> oo such that /(z nk ) is the endpoint of L n on δ ($"_!). The components B nk of f~l(L^ containing z nk tend to £"_! s fe-* oo [12] . Since ζ η . ι €ΐ η . 1 and since (ii) does not hold, we can choose L" such that B nk is a (closed) Jordan arc in O for large fc. Let z' nk denote the other endpoint of B nk .
"Let G nk be the component of f~l(Q(s")) with z' nk edG nk . We shall show that (? Λ *ηδΡΦ0 for large fe. Otherwise G nk is close to δ U for arbitrarily large fe and it follows from (1.7) that and this leads to a contradiction to Lemma 2 because {|w|<5 n }c (5 w ).
Let C nk denote the arc on dG nk that begins at z' nk and goes to £?. Since C n -. l ends on I n -1 and since T n _ !<=/", it follows from diam B nk -»0 (k-» oo) that we can choose k = k(n) so large that " = nk c U n and that C n = C nfe ends on /" and lies in U n . Finally, since B nk connects C n -i c:dG n -1 and C"c:dG n we conclude from f(B nk )c:Q(s n _ l ) that the component G n ==G nk of f~i(Q(s n )) lies in G,,-!. This completes our construction.
(d) Let Γ η be B n together with the arc of C n from the endpoint of B n to the initial point of B n+1 . Let Λ = Γ 1 + Γ 2 +-and ν4 η = Γ π+1 + Γ η+2 +···. Since r n cU n by (2) and (3), it follows from (5. 1) that A n lies in a ---neighborhood of 7^. Hence all n + l accumulation points of A on dH$ lie on f^cj. Furthermore, by (1) and (3),
4, <=<?", f(A")c:Q(s n ).
Hence (5. 2) shows that f(z) -» 0 s |z| -> l, z e A Since / is normal it follows [15] , p. 267 that A ends at a point (which lies in /) and [11], [15] , p. 268 that / has the angular limit 0 at this point.
Proof of Theorem 3
Let now / be of the form (2. 1), i.e. / has Hadamard gaps. We need the following result essentially due to Binmore [4] . This was proved in [8] , Lemma 2; it is sufficient to assume (6. 1) only for k^l because Binmore's auxiliary function [8] , Lemma l satisfies (0) = 0. [10] , [8] , i.e. there exist Jordan curves C n c B with 0 e Int C such that min|z|->1, a n = min|/(z)|-> oo s n->oo. Let y/>0 be such that (n k ) is a subsequence of (y,-) and Now q>(y) = y 2 (y-l)e~y decreases for y^2 + j/2; therefore, (7. 10) gives
Proof of (2. 2). If f$& then / is annular
for k Ξ> 2, λ ^ 2 -h 1/2". Since g increases for log y ^ -2, we see that for k Ξ> 2
which is a decreasing function of λ. The bound in (7. 1 1) decreases for λ ^ -^ -Hence, for λ ^9, fc^2, we obtain
This gives an estimate for the series in (7.9) with the exception of the first term (k = 1). Like the original series in (7. 5) and (7. 6) this term consists of an increasing and a decreasing part. Rough estimation of the two would only give the bound 2e~1 which does not change with λ. Therefore, we use the splitting-method again and obtain 
Additional remarks
(a) M. Weiss [22] has proved that every Hadamard gap series with £ \a k \ = oo and a k -»0 assumes every value in C s an angular limit on every arc of dlD.
This result follows from Theorem 2. We have/eJ^ because a k ->0, and case (ii) cannot apply because it follows [7] from £ \a k \ = oo that /(C) has infinite length for every curve Cc J going to SD. But it was also claimed that the factors -=· and 2 could be replaced by 1/3 (unspecified) smaller absolute constants. As J. R. Hilditch of Cambridge University kindly pointed out the proofs had a gap. Indeed the factor 2 in (8.2) cannot be replaced by a smaller absolute constant: The function /(z) = exp( -l satisfies \ 1~"z / (l-x i )\f(x)\ = 2d f (x)log-^~ for 0£x<l.
a f (x)
It had been overlooked that the limit function could vanish identically.
The proof shows only (e.g. for locally univalent functions) that which is better than (1.4). Is it true that (8.4) holds also if /' has zeros?
